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There are inumerable ways of
passing those short, sweet,
summer months. The Mariner
offers its favorites.

SCHOOL'S OUT
FOR SUMMER

Inside: Facebook Revolution in France, Loppsi Gets Dirty, Good Morning Toulouse, Armando Gets Sentimental

Start a lemonade stand!

A classic, tried and true way

to earn some extra pocket money over

the summer holidays. We recommend

having a ug for 'kids' and another for

'adults. '

Start a band!
There really aren't enough

young people with dreams ofbecom-

ing famous and finally having an

excuse for looking ridiculous. This

summer it's you. Really.

Make a raft!

Our personal favorite. Find

trash, build a raft out of it, and float it

down the Garonne. Think it's im-

possible? We beg to differ.. .

Study!

Just kidding!

Go drinking down at St. Pierre!

Just kidding again. We

know that you're no longer in college

or lycee, and that you've found better

places.. . right?

Wear a niqab!

Celebrate the french

government telling muslim women

how to dress by wearing The Official

Mariner Souvenir Cut-out Niqab

Mask! (Important notes: 1. not

recommended if you are actually a

muslim woman. 2. it's a niqab not a

burqa. 3 this is illegal.) Send us your

photos of you in your niqab, and you

could win one ofmany great Mariner

prizes!
You can also download the fullsize version at:

http://themarinernews.wordpress.com/

The Mariner's Official Niqab mask Prepare your contribution for next year!

The Mariner will come out of the

gate strong next autumn... and we'll need your

help! Start thinking about what you'd like to

see in the Mariner and what you can do to

help us move forward. Write, take pictures,

teach yourself publishing software, learn how

to make make a great cup of coffee.. .

Everyone has something useful to offer!

Know any good lawyers, doctors, advertisers,

editors, personal assistants, or bait and tackle

experts? Tell us!

See you in the Fall! - The Mariner

Inside!
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Who didn't notice a group of about seventy

people in planted tents, yurts, settled caravans

and trucks in the gardens of the Mirail? And

that the same people had been organizing

various meetings, conferences, and events

against France's new internal security law. The

so-called Loppsi 2 was approved by the

French General Assembly on its second

reading on December 21st, by a large majority,

and on February 9th it was adopted by the

Senate. But what do we really know about this

law? In a nutshell, it is a paranoid security act

aiming to improve the first Lopsi, which is

“No fewer than 10 bloggers sit in Syrian

prisons, while Egypt has detained 31 over the

years. Morocco has arrested at least six...”

-Jillian C. York of Al Jazeera,

The nations of the Middle East are notorious

for stifling dissent and arresting critics of their

governments. With new internet technologies,

the temptation to voice one’s discontentment

with his government can be easily and instantly

gratified, though, as the above figures show,

online statements can land you with chilling

prison terms. We sit and watch the Freedom of

Speech of millions of the worlds’ citizens vanish

in the raw, desert winds, and we react to these

injustices with pity, sympathy, righteousness,

and even outrage.

So why does no one give a shit when this

happens in France?

In January, 2010, a French adolescent named

Alexandre Planade was riding with a buddy in

his native Finistere when the gendarmes pulled

them over and, judging that they had been

drinking, made them abandon their car and

return home by foot, a journey which took

roughly three hours. Once home, Planade

updated his Facebook status with a rant against

the cops.

Six months later, on an unrelated assignment,

the gendarmes were browsing Planade’s

Facebook page (“hey buddy, get back to work”)

when they saw the obscenity-laced tirade.

Forms were filed, the complaint rose through

the layers of the French justice system, and on

October 1st, 2010, Planade was sentenced to 3

months in prison and fined 750 euros.

Now this is illegal, even within the written rules

of French law. First of all the statute of

limitations in France for such an offence is

three months; Planade’s words were found six

months after publication (easily verifiable,)

and so supposedly safe from any legal action.

Secondly, a prison term can only be handed

out for direct threats to a public authority,

whereas words deemed ‘insulting,’ yet made

public, can at worst be met with a fine.

Planade published his words on his Facebook

page open to all, including the wandering

eyes of the gendarmerie, and it was in making

his sentiments ‘public’ that the police found

them in the first place. On top of all that, he

was not even issued a lawyer to help him

defend himself in court. Already we’re scared.

But what about the even bigger issue? Is it

true that the gendarmerie, or any body of

public service, is immune from criticism? It

appears so. According to Article 433-5 of the

French Penal Code, any comment deemed

damaging to even their ‘dignity’ or to the

‘respect due to their office’ is punishable,

either by a fine, a prison term, or both

(depending on whether it’s made public.)

‘Dignity’ and ‘due respect’ are terms as vague

as any, and it’s noneother than the law

enforcement system charged with

interpreting their meaning and insuring their

rigorous defence. The message here is clear:

You hurt a cop’s feelings, you go to jail.

When NWA yelled “Fuck tha Police,” people

listened. The police were insulted, sure, but

the message contributed to the unveiling of

deep-rooted prejudices within the force, and

their approaches have since been reevaluated,

becoming (if only a little,) more aware of and

sympathetic to racial and social divisions

within American society. The role of the

police, the army, the courts, and the president

himself is to serve the citizens of the nation

in their needs and wants, (within reason, of

course.) But if the voices of the citizens are

silenced, does this not indicate a fundamental

flaw in the system of government?

The Western World lauded the use of

Facebook and Twitter in organizing the

demonstrations in Tunisia and Egypt that led

to vast changes in their governments and

leading to a renaissance of human rights and

opportunities for their people. The Mariner

looks with awe and envy at these blossoming

nations and wonders if, one day, we’ll be able

to reclaim our Right to Freedom of Speech

and write what we want on our Facebook

walls.

In the meantime, we leave you with the quote

in question:

FUCK THA POLICE FUCK YO

MOTHA BUNCH OF WHORES OF

THE WHORE QUEN FUCK YO

MOTHA YO GRAET GRANMOTHA N

YO WHOLE FAMILY BUNCH OF

SONS OF BITCHES FUCK OFF N DIE

-The Mariner

FromTahrir to Finistère

similar to the 2nd. It contains various

subsections on reinforced camera surveillance,

harsh internet controls (basically new forms

of censorship), the recurrence of the “double

sentence” for foreigners (basically a new form

of legal racism), curfews for children under

thirteen, new rights for private security and

local police, and more. Several of the clauses

of the law have been found to violate the

French Constitution by the Conseil

Constitutional.

The settlements on campus were protesting a

clause of the law that stipulates the eviction of

occupants of abnormal housing environments

(tents, caravans, yurts, mobile homes, self-

made houses, shanty towns, buses or fitted-out

trucks) on public or private ground, and the

destruction of their housing environment

within 48 hours and without a judge's decree.

The question that most students asked

themselves was: why on campus?

Universities are known to be places open to

critical judgment and educated thought, and

Anti-LOPPSI settlement on Campus :
by Pascale Brennan



Want to Write for The Mariner ?

the.mariner.news@gmail .com

Find us on Facebook and at:

themarinernews.wordpress.com

Not to be confused with Good Morning
England; this one doesn’t take place on board a

ship.* But like it's predecessors it offers good

music: a panorama of Jazz, Soul, Hip Hop,

Reggae, Classic, Electro, etc.

This new radio station owes its existence to Malo,

a 18 year old Sciences Po student. “Actually, I have

always loved organizing things,” he said, “and

when I arrived in Toulouse this year to study I

told myself that it would be cool to create a radio

station – in this case an online station, because it

makes things easier if it is over the Internet. I

began speaking to those around me, and some

friends were definitely interested. Then we spread

the idea around, and, little by little, some people

joined us and we were able to build the project. In

December, we officially created the association.

We took a break in January because of exams, but

in February we really got involved – we created

the web site, recorded programs, etc., and in

March, we finally had the soirée de lancement

and the station was born.”

Good Morning Toulouse is not only focused on

music. The main aim is quite simple: to

participate in the cultural, politic, and student life

in Toulouse. “The goal is to be open to the

public”, Malo loudly proclaimed. “More and

more students came to us to propose

programs. And often they become the

producers of their projects, we just show them

how to use the microphone and that type of

thing.”

Malo is obviously not the only member of the

team. Currently there are about thirty

volunteers, and the team continues to grow

day by day. The programming is not always

easy and requires a lot of time and

organization.

“  The production takes a long time,” said

Medhi, the director of communications.

“Yesterday, for instance, we recorded an

emission which talks about current events,

with a press review, and a “flash actu.” We

evoked the famous earthquakes in Japan and

the present question of a nuclear France, the

cantonal elections, and we questioned Marine

Le Pen’s rise. The idea is that the program is

not limp but rather stimulates discussion.”

They effectively allow people to express and

liberate themselves. to share their passions

and points of view, and explore

other people’s interests too.

You are likely to hear reviews of books and

music, theatrical performances, history

readings, interviews of the skaters at St.

Sernin, conferences at Sciences Po, and much

more.

Some of team’s members have big plans for

the future, anticipating a continuation of the

station's evolution. “For our last year of

Sciences Po, we have to do our 'mobility'

abroad, says Medhi. Many of us will leave

France and we plan on carrying on this

project but in an“allo le monde” sort of way,

that is to say to make cultural programs

according to the country we're in, local vox

pop surveys, songs of all over the world, etc.”

So if you are channeling the spirit of a

commentator, want to give a push in the

right direction or simply want to listen to

the radio, don’t lose any time and visit:

www.radiogmt.com

or on the blog:

www.goodmorningtoulouse.fr.

You can listen to the station everyday from

20  :00 to 23  :00.

therefore a place likely to support these kinds

of operations. The “Anti-Loppsi” activists,

however, have not been able to find the

backing they were expecting. “The message

wasn't transmitted too well to the students,”

said activist going by the name Clément.

As it turns out, the Mirail’s administration

wasn't too supportive either, and they faced

trial on March 2nd, the charges brought by the

university being “insalubrity” and “public

nuisance”. There was a gathering of about fifty

people in front of the Administrative Court on

Wednesday during the trial to support the

accused. When it was over, most attendees

seemed optimistic, and as activist Loïc

explained: “our objective for the trial, above

all else, was just to be able to pack up and

leave without too much trouble or hassle.”

The “anti-loppsi” group is planning on

joining other settlements, in Toulouse or in

other big cities to continue the struggle

against Loppsi 2.

Who? What? Why?

Good Morning Toulouse
A look at Toulouse's new student radio station- by Lisa Pujol

*Unlike Mariner FM

Call us the mariner.

We're here to fill an aching gap here at the

Mirail. And no, that's not the lack of

hygenic paper in student toilets.

We want to give those students and faculty

of the University of Toulouse that have a

hint of English something funny,

memorable, outrageous, and new. And for

the rest, we'll give them a reason to learn

English. We're starting on a long, hard

voyage, but it'll be worth it.

You can trust us.

We're the Mariner.

Call Us
The Mariner

The Mariner is edited in a hidden backroom

office of the near the English library of the

Mirail by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan.

Contributers are credited as they appear. The

Mariner would like to thank Dave Finkbrau

for his help, and all the Finkbraus that helped

in the creation of the Mariner.



Armando's

The Mariner is a newspaper that take you by the hand

and invite you to journey that you'll never forget. It

brings back to simplier times when you were young,

when you felt peaceful and calm. Reading The Mariner

it's like you have finally taken the good decision back

then. That you had listen to your inner voice and

decided to take the candies and follow the creepy old

guy in its black van.

I don't know if you already noticed that by now but

happy talk is not my strong suit. So when I got to

write a feel good section in The Mariner, I sat down

with a Mirail student, Bubble Pears, (her real name,

she claims,) and asked her to give me a couple of

advice to make my feel good. The result was better that

I expected and I turned immidiately her advice into a

wee poem.

Enjoy

---------

MY ROOTS

The long Winter time is nearly gone.

Trees are naked and show their bones.

Boil some stocked n' salted water in a pot,

Don't forget the pepper, you need it strong,

Drown some vegs in until they're hot.

Mosh it, drink it

Taste it, feel it,

The flesh of the earth is in you.

If the poem an no effect on you, you can google "kitten

playing piano" it usually do the trick.

Have a nice day y'all.

-Armando

Feel-Good
Moment

Socks. I love them, but I hate them.

Don't you love the comforting feeling of

pulling on a brand new pair of socks in the

morning, after getting your ear blasted by the

sound ofyour alarm clock? I do.

Nothing seems to match their warmness and

softness in those moments of inner pain. It's a

bit like taking a stroll with rainbow unicorns

on the marshmallow fluff hills of.. .let's call it

Marshmaland.

Let me stop you right there, reader. Most of

the time mornings don't start as good, first of

all because mornings are evil, and also

because a brand new pair is only brand new

once in its life. Usually Marshmaland only

comes past the point where I frantically and

desperately look for a matching pair.

Unfortunately matching socks are only tied

together when still brand new so there I go

turning the room upside down to finally find

the pair I like the less. Hello tainted rainbow

unicorns.

[To help me with my morning pilgrimage I

recently bought 20 pairs of the same kind but

for some reason socks are also the easiest kind

of cloth to lose, so even with a great majority

of socks that look alike I still struggle finding

sock satisfaction in the morning.]

Then, I sometimes step on a tiny puddle in the

bathroom, which I didn't notice because of the

white glow and all the fluffiness surrounding

me. Tiny puddles get socks very wet, and wet

socks irritate me. Now it's either I go back to

my sock seeking frenzy (to eventually stumble

on a less satisfying pair) or I decide to move on

with my day. Option #2 is preferred.

My mum gave me a set of 7 pairs of socks last

Christmas, each pair with a day of the week

written on it. You'd be thinking “Pretty clever

move.” Worst idea that was. If it is Wednesday

I only find one of the two plus the whole

Saturday and Sunday pair, and so on. I recently

realized the worst day ofmy life (a Monday for

sure) would begin with me waking up late, only

finding one Saturday and one Tuesday then

stepping on a tiny puddle in the bathroom.

Rainbow unicorns can suck it that day.

I realize I must sound like some kind of

neurotic freak when it comes to socks, or au

contraire maybe you recognize yourself in all

that. Please let me know.

Charlie

OfSocks andMen

by Anna Cumbie

Tired of waiting in line at the cafeteria?

Can’t find anything in the fridge for a bag

lunch? A few steps away from campus, you

can get a hearty meal at a reasonable price.

When I stepped into Le Petit Gourmet’s

tiny dining room, I was unsure of what to

expect. The waitress greeted my friends and

me with a brisk hello and directed us to a

very simple table: everything was fine, but

certainly not exceptional.

We all ordered the lunch special. First came a

bowl of vegetable soup, which was

minimalist, but warming on a chilly day.

There is something appealing about going

out to eat and getting a simple, grandma’s-

kitchen type ofdish.

Next came the main attraction, which was in

some ways like a three-ring

circus. My large dinner plate

was packed with a trio of

totally separate elements: a

pork chop drizzled with

whole-grain mustard sauce,

spaghetti tossed in marinara

sauce, and a green salad

topped with vinaigrette and

sunflower seeds.

While this combination of

flavors onto one plate

surprised me a bit, and

while I probably won’t be eager to recreate it at

home, the meal was balanced and served in

generous portions. The meal was good and

filling. I can’t say that I’d nominate the chef for a

Michelin star or anything, but for a little lunch

place with no pretentions, Le Petit Gourmet was

just right. I left satisfied, and my wallet didn’t

take a big hit, either.

In fact, this soup plus main dish combo is served

for 8€50. The restaurant also has a small

selection of salads and main dishes à la carte.

Diners can also opt for a complete menu, which

consists of a main dish, the dessert of the day and

a coffee for 11€50.

Somebody’s got a case of the Tuesdays? Le Petit

Gourmet offers a deal on its lunch special on

Tuesdays: a bowl of soup and the daily special are

served for only 7€40.

Don’t forget to ask for a frequent-buyer card: get

a stamp every time you eat here, and when you’ve

gathered ten stamps, cash in your card for a

dessert and a coffee on the house.

Le Petit Gourmet - rue de l’Université (“La

Dalle”) - 05.61.51.13.96

Daily Special: 8€50 (7€40 on Tuesdays)

Daily Special + Dessert + Coffee: 11€50

Open weekdays from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Lunch

served from noon to 2 p.m.

Restaurant Review: Le Petit Gourmet

by Charlie Couteau




